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Counselling for

The Future



Ford Madox Brown: Work (1821-1893)!



The Future

What about

of Work?



May 25, 2009!August 19, 2007!



2004!



John Maynard Keynes: Economic possibilities for our Grandchildren (1930)!

“new disease”:

“technological unemployment …
  due to our discovery of means of economising

  the use of labour outrunning the pace at which

  we can find new uses for labour.”



March 29-April 4, 2014!



Michelangelo: Sistine Chapel Ceiling: The Creation of Adam (1508-1512)!



Michelangelo: Sistine Chapel Ceiling: The Creation of Adam (1508-1512)!





2011!



“There was a type of employee at the beginning of the Industrial 
  Revolution whose job and livelihood largely vanished at the 
  beginning of the 20th century.

  The population of ’this type of employee’ actually peaked long  
  after the Industrial Revolution, in 1901, when 3.25 million were at  

  work.  (…)
  But the arrival of the internal combustion engine in the late 19th  
  century rapidly displaced these workers, so that by 1924

  there were fewer than two million. There was always a wage at   
  which all these ‘workers’ could have been remained

  employed.
  But that wage was so low … .”



“This was the horse .
  (…)
  There was always a wage at which all 

  these horses could have been remained
  employed.

  But that wage was so low that it did not  
  pay for their feed .”



2014!



Erik Brynjolfson and Andrew McAfee: The Second Machine Age (2014)!

“computers and other digital   
  advances are doing for mental   

  power … what the steam engine   
  and its descendants did for  

  physical power.”



2015!



2013!



December, 2014!

 

 Ian Stewart, Debapratim De and Alex Cole 



Oxford Martin School, England, Programme on the Impacts of Future Technologies!



1968: creation of the job of bridge toll collector

2013: introduction of electronic licence-plate recognition:
 17 employees redeployed or retired - 9 lost their jobs



1983!



The Future?

Counselling for



What should
COUNSELLORS

do?



“The future has already arrived.
  It’s just not evenly distributed yet.”

William GIBSON (1992)!







January 18-24, 2014!









soft competences�







BE CURIOUS



Der Bücherwurm
The Bookworm!

Carl SPITZWEG!
(1980)!

STAY CURIOUS



2014!



decision-making
strategies

information
management



What should
POLICY-MAKERS

do?



investment in education
with a greater emphasis on creativity
and interpersonal skills



policies to boost entrepreneurship
in order to invent new industries
and create new jobs



The Future

What about

of Counselling?





Thank you
for your
attention

jean-jacques.ruppert@education.lu
andreas.frey@hdba.de


